SUBJECT: REVIEW OF IMPLEMENTATION OF PART IV

AT THE RESUMED SIXTEENTH SESSION OF THE COMMITTEE ON TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT ON 26 MAY 1970 IT WAS AGREED THAT THE COMMITTEE WOULD CARRY OUT THE ANNUAL REVIEW OF ACTION TAKEN BY GOVERNMENTS TO IMPLEMENT THE PROVISIONS OF PART IV AT THE AUTUMN SESSION OF THE COMMITTEE. GOVERNMENTS ARE ACCORDINGLY INVITED TO REPORT ON ANY DEVELOPMENTS OR INFORMATION RELEVANT TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PART IV IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ATTACHED SECRETARIAT NOTE WHICH INDICATES THE TYPE OF INFORMATION THAT MIGHT APPROPRIATELY BE INCLUDED IN NOTIFICATIONS FOR THE REVIEW. IT WAS ALSO AGREED THAT GOVERNMENTS SHOULD BE INVITED TO SUPPLY THIS INFORMATION BY 30 SEPTEMBER 1970 AND IT WOULD BE APPRECIATED IF IT COULD BE FORWARDED TO THE SECRETARIAT BY THAT DATE.

O. LONG
4. In drawing up their notifications in accordance with the reporting procedures governments will no doubt wish to keep the above points in mind. The following is a list of subjects which might appropriately be covered:

(A) Reduction or elimination of customs duties on products of export interest to developing countries;

(B) Reduction or elimination of fiscal duties or internal charges on such products;

(C) Removal of import restrictions applied on such products; where restrictions are not removed any changes in their administration, such as increases in global quotas, changes in quotas applying to different sources of supply; establishment of target dates for liberalization;

(D) Reduction or removal of other non-tariff measures of interest to developing countries;

(E) Any increases in duties, fiscal charges, quantitative restrictions, and other trade barriers affecting the exports of developing countries;

(F) Changes in "trade margins" of the kind referred to in paragraph 3(a) of Article XXXVI;

(G) Measures falling within the provisions of paragraph 3(b) of Article XXXVII, including

(I) Steps to promote structural changes;

(II) Steps to encourage consumption of particular products;

(III) Steps to introduce measures of trade promotion.

5. It may be noted that under the "reporting procedures" notifications are to be submitted not only by developed contracting parties but also by developing countries, in regard to action relevant for the provisions of paragraph 4 of Article XXXVII.
ANNEX

INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR THE REVIEW OF IMPLEMENTATION OF PART IV

NOTE BY THE SECRETARIAT

1. ONE OF THE PRINCIPAL FUNCTIONS OF THE COMMITTEE ON TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT IS "TO KEEP UNDER CONTINUOUS REVIEW THE APPLICATION OF THE PROVISIONS OF PART IV OF THE GENERAL AGREEMENT" (BISD, THIRTEENTH SUPPLEMENT, PAGE 76). AT ITS SEVENTH SESSION, HELD IN JUNE 1966, THE COMMITTEE AGREED THAT:

"THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROVISIONS OF PART IV SHOULD APPEAR AS AN ITEM ON THE AGENDA OF ALL MEETINGS OF THE COMMITTEE ON TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT TO PERMIT GOVERNMENTS TO TAKE NOTE OF ANY PROBLEMS AND DEVELOPMENTS OF AN URGENT CHARACTER," AND

"IN ORDER THAT REVIEWS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PART IV ARE AS COMPLETE AND MEANINGFUL AS POSSIBLE THE COMMITTEE WILL UNDERTAKE, AT LEAST ONCE A YEAR, A FULL REVIEW ON THE BASIS OF AN EXHAUSTIVE REPORT PREPARED BY THE SECRETARIAT CONSOLIDATING THE NOTIFICATIONS SUBMITTED BY GOVERNMENTS" (COM.TD/24, PARAGRAPH 10).

2. THE SECRETARIAT REPORT AND NOTIFICATIONS REFERRED TO HERE HAVE BEEN INSTITUTED BY THE COMMITTEE IN THE CONTEXT OF THE REPORTING PROCEDURES ADOPTED IN 1965, WHICH PROVIDE THAT:

"CONTRACING PARTIES ARE REQUESTED TO NOTIFY THE SECRETARIAT OF ANY ACTION TAKEN BY THEM IN PURSUANCE OF THE PROVISIONS OF PARAGRAPHS 1, 3(a), 3(b) AND 4 OF ARTICLE XXXVII."


3. THE "GUIDELINES" AGREED UPON BY THE COMMITTEE IN JUNE 1966 IN THIS CONNEXION STATE THAT:

"NOTIFICATIONS MADE BY GOVERNMENTS ... SHOULD BE AS EXHAUSTIVE AND AS COMPREHENSIVE AS POSSIBLE. THEY SHOULD RELATE BOTH TO MEASURES SPECIFICALLY MENTIONED IN PARAGRAPHS 1 AND 3, OR PARAGRAPH 4, AS THE CASE MAY BE, OF ARTICLE XXXVII, AND TO ALL STEPS AND MEASURES WHICH ARE OF INTEREST TO THE CONTRACTING PARTIES IN RELATION TO THE OBJECTIVES AND PROVISIONS OF PART IV ..." (COM.TD/24, PARAGRAPH 10).